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P.24

Action Cards

A game lasts a set number of turns as indicated by
the scenario.

important: When a scenario’s victory conditions are
met, or a player has no more Order Tokens to put on his units,
the game stops at the end of the current turn. Needless to
say, a player who has no more units has lost the game!

that belong

• Each player draws a full hand, up to the maximum
hand size indicated in the scenario.
• You may never have more Action Cards
than your maximum hand size.

VICTORY CONDITIONS

in hand

• Unless otherwise indicated, the maximum hand size
is 4 Action Cards
.
Once Initiative has been determined (as indicated by the
scenario or by any other means of your choice), deploy
your troops in the zones indicated by the scenario.

• If an army must deploy off the map, all its troops enter
on the first turn during the Activation Phase (with an
Order Token) or the Supply Phase.
• Units with the Scout
Special Ability can use it when
entering from the board side indicated by the scenario.

Warning: Orders provided by units deployed off
PICKING UP OBJECTS
There are two kinds of objects, heavy and light.
The scenario will indicate which kind of object is present.
• In order to pick up a light object, a unit only needs to
move through the square where the object rests, or an
adjacent square if the object is on an Interspace. The
unit does not need to stop.

It is not possible to win on the first turn.

1.1 - OBJECTIVES
Each Objective marker earns you victory points or validates a special condition of the scenario. In order to control
objectives, you need to be the only player who has at least
one Infantry Units in one of the 4 adjacent squares or in
the Terrain Element (building, craters, etc.) at the end of a
Supply Phase.

important: If your opponent also has a unit in
one of those squares, the objective remains neutral.

Primary Objectives
If the marker displays a faction’s symbol, it means
only one of the two armies can benefit from
controlling the objective. Units of the opposing
army can still prevent an enemy unit from controlling the
objective by merely being present in one of the adjacent
squares or in the Terrain Element where the objective is
placed. Once the objective is controlled, leave the marker
on the board and turn it over onto its ‘controlled’ side (with
the symbol of its faction displayed). It shows the objective
has been met, but can still be taken back by the enemy.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

the map are available on the first turn.

Absolute Rule of Scenarios:

CAMPAIGN

• Unless the scenario says otherwise, the player who
has the Initiative deploys all of his troops first. Deploy
Infantry Units with the name printed in white visible.
If the name is printed in white on both sides, you may
deploy the unit with either face up. We recommend
you do not deploy vehicles Wrecked Side up!!!

These victory points are won by controlling objectives
(Primary or Secondary, see below) and by inflicting losses
(see Breaking Point, p.04).

INTRODUCTION

Deployment

In order to win, a player needs to meet the conditions
indicated in the scenario or, in the case of a customized
scenario, score a number of victory points (which are
set at the start).

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

• Your deck is composed of Action Cards
to your faction.

• You may drop a light object or a heavy object at any
time during a Movement Action.

FREE
BATTLE MODE

Pick a scenario to play from either one of the scenarios
presented in this booklet, a published scenario sheet, or
perhaps from among the PDFs presented on our website.
You could instead try your hand at creating your own
mission using the Free Battle Mode (see p.05), where you
assemble your forces by spending army points agreed
upon by all players participating. There are many options
available. Do note that if a scenario has a rule that contradicts the general rules or the rules in this chapter, those
scenario-specific rules take precedence. Such rules are
designed specifically for that scenario.

• In order to pick up a heavy object, the unit needs to
stop in the square where the object rests or an adjacent square if the object is on an Interspace.
Any enemy units in adjacent squares will prevent
you from picking up a heavy object.

SCENARIO
RULES

1 - scenario rules

If the marker is neutral, whichever army controls
it benefits from it. Temporarily replace it with
an Objective marker that displays the symbol
of that army. You will replace it again if control
changes sides.
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SUMMARY

Secondary Objectives

UNITS
TURN CHART MARKERS

When a player takes control of a secondary
objective, remove it from the board and put
it next to the player’s Recruitment Tiles. Depending on
the scenario, the player then scores points or reaches
a particular stage in the operation.

There are special markers to put on the turn chart. They indicate on which turn an event or a specific condition must
take place. The Initiative marker indicates which player has
the Initiative. It is moved one square down to count the
turns and flipped over if Initiative changes for that turn.

Tactical objectives

The game ends when the final turn is completed.

These are controlled in the same way
as the secondary objectives.

Initiative x1 (Consumable)

Initiative marker

Spend it to keep the Initiative this turn.
Flip the Initiative counter to your army side. On
your opponent’s next turn, he will regain the
Initiative.

German Army specific
event marker as per
the scenario

Strategist x1 (Consumable)
Spend it to get a Special Order Token this turn.
You may not have more than 2 Special Order
Tokens per turn.

Scenario event marker
for both armies as per
the scenario

RULES

supply x1 (Consumable)
Spend it to take 3 spent Gear markers and place
them back on their Option tile. These
markers don’t have to be of the same type.

American Army specific
event marker as per
the scenario

Asset x2 (Consumable)
Spend it to immediately replenish
your hand of cards.

This marker indicates the
end of the game. Place it
beside the turn number
indicated by the scenario

Intuitive x1 (Permanent)
+1 Action Card to your hand total.

Tactician x3 (Permanent)
+1 Numbered Order Token.

SCENARIOS

explosion x1 (Immediate)

4

“Oh no... it looks like it’s going to blow up... and
you with it!” The unit that reveals this “Bonus”
suffers a grenade hit, as well as all units in
squares adjacent to the tactical bonus.

empty x1 (Immediate)
“Bad luck again, at least this one won’t blow
your legs off...” This Bonus brings nothing.

CREATING ARMIES
You can create your own armies by spending a
set number of army points. The cost for each tile
is printed on the tile
.
Purchasing Recruitment Tiles
Start by purchasing as many Recruitment Tiles as you
want with your available points. They are the key to
everything, and you need at least one in order to deploy
an army on the battlefield.

tip: Do not spend all your points on Recruitment Tiles,
as you’ll want to save some for Recruitment Options.

• Start by selecting a Recruitment Tile or a Command Tile.

• If you want a third tile, at least one of its badges must
match a badge on one of your first two tiles. And so on.
Recruitment tiles that have one of the
neutral symbols for their particular faction
can be purchased after any other Recruitment Tile and so
open up your recruitment to new options.

• The selected option needs to be of appropriate size and
exactly fit the slot on the tile.
• One or more of the colour stripes need to be the same
as those around the slot.

Then check whether the Recruitment Option or the
Recruitment Tile is ‘broken’, i.e. whether it has reached
its Breaking Point.
A Recruitment Tile or Recruitment Option’s breaking
point is represented by small red squares. When the
number of Destroyed units is equal to the number of red
squares, the breaking point of the Recruitment Tile or Option
has been reached.
If it has broken, turn over the Recruitment Option
counter or the Recruitment Tile.
When a Recruitment Tile breaks, attached options are not
turned over unless they have also reached their breaking
point. Once turned over, any special bonus given by the
Recruitment Tile or Option is lost. Units and Recruitment
Options such as gear, character traits, and orders are not
lost when a breaking point is reached.

YES

NO

YES

YES

CAMPAIGN

The Panzer IV cannot be placed into the slot at the far left
because its colour stripes don’t match those around the slot.
It can be placed into the slot at the far right, however.
The Panzergrenadiere may be placed into either slot
(far left or far right).

INTRODUCTION

The number of victory points (if any) your opponent
scores once the breaking point is reached is printed on
the back of the game piece.

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

Purchasing Recruitment Options
A recruitment option needs to be valid in order to
be purchased. Specifically:

When a unit is Destroyed, put its counter under the corresponding Recruitment Tile or Recruitment Option. If such
a unit was provided both by a Recruitment Tile and one
of its options, put it under the option first. If the unit is
present on several options, you can assign it to the option
of your choice.

FREE
BATTLE MODE

• If you want a second tile, at least one of its badges must
be the same as one on the first tile you selected.

BREAKING POINT

SCENARIO
RULES

A bit of history (optional rule)
Those of you who prefer a more historical order of battle
can create their armies using the following restrictions:

Once you’ve spent all of your army points, take all of
the corresponding unit counters and put any required
Recruitment Option markers on their tiles.
ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

Both the Recruitment Tile and its option provide Fire Groups.
Place the current Destroyed Fire Group under the Recruitment
Option which now reaches its breaking point.
The option tile is flipped to its back, the Order (Special Ability)
granted by the option is no longer available
and the opponent scores 5 victory points.
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UNITS

Army
Points

Battlefield

150 - 250

2 - 4 terrain boards
1 - 2 terrain
elements

1 Neutral
10 points

2
5 points

2-3

25

30

250 - 350

4 - 6 terrain boards
2 - 3 terrain
elements

1 Neutral
15 points

3
5 points

3-4

35

40

350 - 500

4 - 6 terrain boards
3 - 4 terrain
elements

1 Amercian
1 German
20 points

4
5 points

4-5

40

45

500+

6 terrain boards
4 - 6 terrain
elements

1 Amercian
1 German
1 Neutral
15 points

6
5 points

5-6

50

60

RULES

2 - FREE BATTLE MODE
If you choose to create your own scenarios, you need
to build your army as well as design the battlefield. The
chart on the next page will help guide you through this
design process.
All Free-for-all battles are played over 8 turns, but may
be won before that limit is reached.

ARMY POINTS
The chosen number of army points suggests how many
terrain tiles to place and potential victory conditions.
These values are only recommendations, so modify
them as you prefer.

Tip: When playing a championship game, use 250 army
points and a maximum of 4 Orders Tokens per army.

SCENARIOS

BATTLEFIELD size
The size of the battlefield is the number of boards and
terrain tiles available. Assemble the board and split up
the tiles as you wish. It is better if each side has the same
amount of cover. If you do not use modifiers (see next
page), deployment zones are on each side of the battlefield and are two squares deep.

NUMBER AND VALUE OF OBJECTIVES
The number of Objectives and Objective’s value depends
on the size of the battle. Place them within equal distance
of either army’s deployment zone so that no player gets
an advantage.
Place the Primary Objectives on their dark side.

Secondary Objectives can be neutral
or specific to each army.
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NUMBER OF VICTORY POINTS TURNS ON 4 & 6
These indicate the number of victory points required
to win the game on turn 4 or turn 6.
If both players have exceeded this number on either turn,
the player with the highest score wins.
If this condition is not met, the game continues.
You may choose to disregard this rule and battle
it out until the end of turn 8.
These victory points are won by controlling primary
and secondary objectives and by inflicting losses.

GO!
Once you’ve defined all these elements, it is time to build
your army. Prepare the turn chart with Event
markers
on turns 4 and 6 as a reminder to check the victory conditions, as well as the END
marker on turn
.
Determine the Initiative and put that marker
on its appropriate side in square 1 of the
turn chart.
Draw 4 Action Cards

and launch hostilities!

If no player has won the game at the end of turn
or
turn
, the player who scored the most victory points
at the end of turn
wins.

SETUPS AND MODIFIERS
The following examples are designed for a 250-point and
6-gameboard battle. Terrain tiles have been positioned
over deployment zones for optimal visibility, but they are
part of them. Feel free to change the configurations. If
you are going for a smaller game, adjust the deployment
zones accordingly.

One of the two armies is defending, the other is attacking.
ATTACKER’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

3

• Major victory for the defender: If over 50%
of his troops escaped.
• Minor victory for the defender: If only 25%
of his troops escaped.

7

- Punching Through
One of the two armies is defending, the other is attacking.
14

There is a single objective, with the army badge
of the attacker, and you place it
in the defenders’s deployment zone.
The defender gets 75% of his total available army points
but takes as many Terrain Elements as indicated in the
Battlefield column and places them in his deployment zone.
The game ends when the attacker has taken control of
the objective (attacker’s victory) or at the end of turn
(defender’s victory).

- Ambush

7

There is a single objective, There is a single
objective, with the army badge of the attacker,
and you place it as far as possible from where
the attacker enters, on the opposite side of the board.
The defender gets 75% of his total available army points
but takes all of the terrain tiles as indicated in the Battlefield column and places them in his deployment zone.

INTRODUCTION

To make it more difficult for the defender:
The defender gets 50% of his total army points but still
takes all of the terrain tiles as indicated in the Battlefield
column and places them in his deployment zone.

DEFENDER’S
DEPLOYMENT ZONE

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

ATTACKER’S ENTRANCE

DEFENDER’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

FREE
BATTLE MODE

• Major victory for the attacker: If none of the
defender’s troops escaped by the end of turn
.
• Minor victory for the attacker: If less than 25%
of the defender’s troops were able to escape.

SCENARIO
RULES

- Attack/defense

One of the two armies is defending, the other is attacking.

DEFENDER’S EXIT

10

- CONFRONTATION
The simplest scenario. Two armies clash...
2

ARMY A’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

ATTACKER’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

To make it more difficult for the defender:
The defender gets 50% of his army points but takes all of
the terrain tiles as indicated in the Battlefield column and
places them in his deployment zone.

CAMPAIGN

DEFENDER’S ENTRANCE

2

2

The game ends when the attacker has taken control of
the objective (attacker’s victory) or at the end of turn
(defender’s victory).

ATTACKER’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

The attacker gets 50% of his total available army points.
The game ends when the defender moves his last unit off
the board through the side indicated by the arrows, or at
the end of turn
.
To make it more difficult for the defender:
The attacker gets 75% of his total army points.
2

ARMY B’S DEPLOYMENT ZONE

7
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RECRUITMENT - GAME TURN

SUMMARY

utilise les points de Victory comme condition de Victory.

2 - Multi-player games

3 or 4 players
In this type of game, players can be part of an alliance
(i.e., a group of several players). The game is played as
normal, except for the following changes:

VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game does not end when a player in an alliance
is eliminated, and the alliance is not disbanded.

ARMY CREATION
After setting the number of army points per alliance,
each player must select at least one Recruitment Tile
that provides at least one unit.

Warning: The number of army points for each
alliance must be divided evenly between all members
of that alliance.

RULES

RECRUITING A HIGH COMMAND TILE
The alliance can purchase a single High Command Tile
(Recruitment Tiles that have no units but only squares for
Recruitment Options). The total cost of this High Command Tile and its selected options is split between all the
players in the alliance any way they want, shares need
not be equal. The Recruitment Options of the High Command Tile may be used by all of the alliance’s players.
Regarding recruitment options that involve markers and
tokens (such as Battle Plan), put markers on them from all
the armies in the alliance.

Warning: This does not allow more than the stan-

SCENARIOS

dard number of tokens or markers to be used, it just
allows each player a matching token for their faction.

8

Example :
• Battle Plan gives you a Special Order Token, so each alliance
player puts a Special Order Token on the Battle Battle Plan
Orders option. If an Alliance player then draws the High
Command Action Card that lets him use a Special Order
Token for the turn, he can take it off the Battle Plan so he
can use it, and return it to the Battle Plan so he can use
THAT option at some point later in the game. In other words,
he can ‘‘take it back’’ because of the Action Card’s effect.
• The Americans with their (either FFI or British) allies acquire
the Planning Orders option. 1 Order Token is given to the
alliance (not 1 per player), so each player puts an Order
Token of his colour on the Recruitment Option. Each turn,
the players in the alliance determine which of them will get
to use the Order Token for that turn, but the token should be
returned to the Recruitment Option at the end of the Supply
Phase. If another player in the alliance needs an Order Token
after a Tactician Action Card has been played, he may take
the appropriate token even if it is his tenth token, as long as
there are never more than 10 Order Tokens per alliance.
Recruitment Options related to the High Command Tile
must still heed the colour stripes on the edge of the option’s slot. Therefore, recruitment options provided by an
allied army from a different nation may NOT be placed in
the High Command Tile slots since the colour stripes will
not match.

Action Cards
When there is a High Command Tile, the deck must
belong to the same faction as that tile. When there isn’t
a High Command Tile, players who belong to the alliance
must choose the deck they will play. One of the players
in the alliance must belong to this faction. The number of
Action Cards that you draw in the Supply Phase depends
on the number of players in the alliance:

SUPPLY PHASE

.

2 players: 3 cards each

.

Players move their unactivated units in the previously
determined order.

3 players: 2 cards each

.

RECRUITMENT OPTIONS

• Allied players may show each other their Action Cards

.

• The players can target the enemy with their Action
Cards , but cannot target an allied unit. Any army
wide bonuses (such as Fury of the Führer) thus only
affect the forces of the one who played the Action Card.

INITIATIVE AND ORDER OF GAME

Deployment
Each player deploys in order of Initiative and in playing
order within the alliance. The first player in the alliance
that has the Initiative must deploy, then the first player
of the other alliance, then it’s on to the second player in
the alliance that has the Initiative...
In the Activation Phase, players activate their units in
the previously determined order and alternating with
the opposing alliance. A unit may not attack an allied
unit (including assault and fire).

Movement
A player’s units may move through squares occupied
by allied Infantry Units. Usual movement rules apply.

2 VS 1 AND 3 VS 1 PLAYER GAME
The amount of Numbered, Special, and Bluff Order Tokens
is respectively restricted to 10, 2, and 2 per ALLIANCE,
which means there is only one Bluff Order Token per
alliance that has no appropriate recruitment option.
The single player is subject to the same restrictions as
in a 1 vs 1 game.
When a game pits a single player against two or three,
Initiative is handled a bit differently. The single player
activates two units while his opponents activate one
each, alternating one at a time.
• Single Player A has the Initiative, he activates Order 1;
his first opponent, B, activates his, player A then activates his Order 2; his second opponent, C, activates his
Order 1, and so on.

INTRODUCTION

Activation Phase

Any Special Ability that affects one’s own units (such as
Transport
) also affects allied units, provided the allied
player accepts. Similarly, any Special Ability requiring the
presence of or the LoS from one’s units (such as Substitute
or Artillery Spotter ) can call on an allied unit,
provided the owner accepts.

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

During game preparation and at the beginning of each
Order Phase, allies must decide in what order they will
play. Use appropriate markers to indicate this order on
the turn track.

SPECIAL ABILITIES

FREE
BATTLE MODE

• During the Supply Phase only, players can move Action
Cards
from one player to the other.

Recruitment options that concern nearby units are applied
to both owned units and allied units, provided the allied
player accepts. The Initiative Orders option enables the
alliance who owns it to keep the Initiative.

SCENARIO
RULES

1 player: 6 cards

• During deployment, the single player deploys
his whole army on his turn.
CAMPAIGN
ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

9

PLAIN CARNAGE
Why has High Command ordered us to hold this
lousy speck way out in the middle of nowhere?
No sane person could give a proper explanation.
Sure enough, the enemy has come to crash our party. Are they here because of
us? Nah! I bet their HQ is just as full of idiots! So it is left to the grunts to do the
work, with lead and blood.

introduction

Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 7, 1944
Players: 2

AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

BATTLEFIELD SET UP AND DEPLOYMENT

1
4

C4-B

1
5

C3-A

1

3
4

5
3

2

1

6

1
2

2

4

2

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

RULES

SUMMARY

SCENARIO

1

FIRE TEAM, 2 SUPPORT TEAM, 3 .30 CAL,
BAZOOKA (AMBUSHED), 5 LT. WILL, 6 M5 STUART

1

FIRE GROUP, 2 RECON GROUP (AMBUSHED), 3 PANZERSCHRECK (AMBUSHED), 4 OB. REITER, 5 PANZER II

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

SCENARIOS

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 175 POINTS

2.PANZER DIVISION - 175 POINTS

preparation
The AI can play either side.

Randomly determine the Initiative.
and place the corresponding marker
on space 1 of the turn chart.

• The game lasts for

Turns.

• Starting with the player with the Initiative, each player
deploys his units in his Deployment Zone.

Place 1 Secondary Objective.
Place 1 Tactical Bonus.

• Each player draws 3 Action Cards

10

.

• Apply the deployment shown above only if you want
to follow the step-by-step explanations of the scenario.

The goal for both players is to control the Secondary Objective.
A player controls this objective if he is the only one to have
an Infantry Unit in one of the 4 squares adjacent to the primary
objective at the end of any Supply Phase.

• Heavy vehicles can deny access to an objective if they are
positioned on the adjacent squares.

• Do not hesitate to put your Heavy vehicles to good use in
keeping the enemy at bay.
The game ends when a player fulfills the victory condition.
This game can end very quickly if one of the players isn’t
paying attention.

FREE
BATTLE MODE

• Mind your opponent’s Supply Phase movement, especially
if you have Initiative. Do not grant him the opportunity to
simply move up and capture the Objective at the end of a Turn.

SCENARIO
RULES

victory conditions

Victory: the player who controls the objective at the end of a
Supply Phase wins. If nobody has won by the end of the turn 6,
the match is a draw.

step by step

TURN 1

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

Want to see a battle in action? We’re going to guide you through the Set up the terrain boards and place the Unit counters as shown in
first two turns of the scenario to help you learn the basic principles the setup diagram, and get ready for battle!
of Heroes of Normandie.

1 - Order Phase (Rulebook, p.07)

/

HoN BRO-US-EN-38

1/2

Your unit can enter or leave a building
through a window (white arrows)
unless that would move them in or out
of an Elevated Position.

HoN BRO-US-FR-21

2/2
HoN BRO-US-EN-22

1/1

Otherwise, nothing happens.

If your result is higher,
you inﬂict 1 Hit to the infantry unit.

Play at any time.

Each player rolls 1 die and adds the result
to their unit’s Movement Value.

Play before activating
one of your vehicles.

Your vehicle can attempt to run over
a single infantry unit during
its Movement Action.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

SURPRISE!
NO!

RETURN TO SENDER

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

HIT AND RUN

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

INTRODUCTION

BURST INTO ACTION

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

1/1

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

CAMPAIGN

2.1 - Activation Phase (Rulebook, p.09)

/

Play before activating
one of your units.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/4

TURN 1

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

Play before the Movement Action
of one of your infantry units.

The American player has the initiative. He places his 3 Order Tokens along with his
Bluff Order Token. Then the German player does the same.

HoN BRO-US-EN-38

1/2
HoN BRO-US-FR-21

2/2

Your unit can enter or leave a building
through a window (white arrows)
unless that would move them in or out
of an Elevated Position.

Play before the Movement Action
of one of your infantry units.
Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

NO!

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

BURST INTO ACTION

Play before activating
one of your units.

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

RETURN TO SENDER

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1
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Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.
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HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

1

4

1/1

3

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

RUN

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

AND

1/4

HIT

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

SURPRISE!

The American player reveals his first Order Token and moves his Support Team forward
4 squares (cf. “Movement Actions,”, p.09) with the help of an Action Card alternate bonus
(+1 square bonus to a Unit’s Movement Value). He leaves his Order Token with the Unit.
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IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

1/1

2/2

HoN BRO-US-FR-21

Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

RETURN TO SENDER

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

HoN BRO-US-EN-23

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

1/2

BURST INTO ACTION

1/4

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

NO!

RETURN TO SENDER

Play before activating
one of your units.

1/2

HoN BRO-US-FR-38

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.

SURPRISE !

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

Play before activating
one of your units.

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

If your unit shoots at a heavy vehicle,
choose the lowest Defense Value of that
vehicle when resolving the Firing Action.

2/2
HoN BRO-US-FR-21

Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

NO!

BURST INTO ACTION

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

1/1

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

WEAK POINT

1/2
HoN BRO-US-FR-38

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.

SURPRISE !

RETURN TO SENDER

RULES

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

Play before activating
one of your units.
During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

The American player discards his Bluff Token then moves all of the Units he didn’t
activate during the Activation Phase, flipping his .30 cal unit on its Active Side .
The German player does the same. The American player draws an Action Card.
The Initiative marker is moved one space down on the turn chart and is flipped
over onto the German side.

SCENARIOS

2/2

HoN BRO-US-FR-21

Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

1/2

HoN BRO-US-EN-38

Your unit can enter or leave a building
through a window (white arrows)
unless that would move them in or out
of an Elevated Position.

Play before the Movement Action
of one of your infantry units.

SURPRISE!

SUMMARY

NO!

BURST INTO ACTION

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

1/4

1

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

2

3

2

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

1

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

2

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

3

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

2

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

1/1

1

1
2

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

3

Play before activating
one of your units.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

2

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/4

1

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1

1

3

2

1

3

2

2

1

2

3
3

4
2

2

1

1

/ 3 - Supply Phase (Rulebook, p.16)
TURN 1

1

5

2
4

3
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Taking turns, both players reveal and activate their other Order
Tokens, in order, until they end up in the situation shown at the
end of the Activation Phase. the American player moves his tank
5 squares, then uses the Fire On the Move
Special Ability
(Rulebook, p.24) of the Secondary Weapon. Fire On the Move
allows him to take a Firing Action during his Movement Action.

3

1

He rolls a die, getting a result of , adds the Combat Value +3
which is reduced by 2 when using Fire On the Move , and by
because of the Terrain Element penalty—for a total of 5.
The Fire Group Defense Value is 4 , but they add a bonus of +1
thanks to the Terrain Element they’re in. Since the total from the
Firing Action is equal to the Defense Value, the Fire Group is Hit
and gets flipped over .
/ 2.3 - Activation Phase
TURN 1

2.2 - Activation Phase
/
TURN 1

The German player reveals his Order Token and moves his Fire Group 2 squares. He must
stop since the Fire Group entered a Terrain Element with the Difficult Passage effect .

CAMPAIGN

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

BURST INTO ACTION

Play before activating
one of your units.

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/4

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

HoN BRO-US-FR-38

1/2
HoN BRO-US-EN-23

Play before activating
one of your units.

If your unit shoots at a heavy vehicle,
choose the lowest Defense Value of that
vehicle when resolving the Firing Action.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

1/2

RETURN TO SENDER

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

2/2
HoN BRO-US-FR-21

Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

1/1

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

NO!

1/2
HoN BRO-US-FR-38

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

SURPRISE !

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

NT

INTRODUCTION

BURST INTO ACTION

1/4

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

WEAK POINT

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

RETURN TO SENDER

1/2
HoN BRO-US-EN-23

WEAK POINT

Play before activating
one of your units.

If your unit shoots at a heavy vehicle,
choose the lowest Defense Value of that
vehicle when resolving the Firing Action.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

Play before activating
one of your units.

1/1

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

The German player reveals his Order Token
and takes two Firing Actions. One for the Primary, the other one for the Secondary Weapon. Targeting the .30 cal with his Panzer II, he
takes a Suppressive Fire action. (see p.23). He doubles the Panzer II’s Secondary Weapon
Combat Value +4 and adds them to the die roll , getting a total of 11. Since the result is
higher than the target’s Defense Value ( 5 + +2 from the Terrain Element Defense Bonus),
the target gets 1 Suppressed Marker . He takes a second Firing Action, targeting the M5
Stuart rear square, to take advantage of a lower Defense Value 6 . He rolls a die, and fails...

FREE
BATTLE MODE

IT BOUNCED RIGHT OFF

Ignore that Hit result and place
2 Suppressed Markers on your unit.

Play when one of your vehicles
(light or heavy) takes a Hit
or would be Destroyed.

2/2

NO!

HoN BRO-US-FR-21

Play at any time.

Cancel an Action Card
your opponent just played.

That Action Card is returned
to your opponent’s hand
and can be played again next turn.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-30

SURPRISE !

BURST INTO ACTION

Play before activating
one of your units.
During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/1

RETURN TO SENDER

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade
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If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

1/2

This Action Card must be played
before any Damage location roll.

1/1

2/2
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HoN BRO-US-FR-38

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

SURPRISE !

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.
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POI
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RIGHT OFF

IT BOUNCED

NO!

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

The American player reveals his Order Token . He reveals the
Bazooka and takes a Firing Action, targeting the Panzer II.
He plays his ‘‘Weak Point’’ Action Card to take advantage of the
Panzer II lowest Defense Value 6 . He rolls a die,
and adds
the Combat Value +3 , for a total of 8.

As his result is higher than the Panzer II’s front Defense Value, he
rolls for location (see. p.15), getting a result of , adding 1 for
the Piercing bonus . The German player plays the ‘‘It Bounces
Right Off’’ Action Card, but his opponent cancels it by playing
the ‘‘NO!’’ Action Card The Primary Weapon is destroyed and the
Primary weapon Damage Marker is placed on the Panzer II.

2.2 - Activation Phase
TURN 2 /

2.1 - Activation Phase
TURN 2 /

SCENARIO
RULES

TURN 2 / 1 - Order Phase
The German player has the initiative. He places his 3 Order Tokens along
with his Bluff Order Token. Then The American player does the same.

RETURN TO SENDER

RULES

HoN BRO-US-FR-38

1/2

Votre unité peut entrer ou sortir d’un
bâtiment à travers une fenêtre
(ﬂèches blanches) à moins que cela
ne les fasse entrer ou sortir
d’une Position Dominante.

À jouer avant de déplacer
une de vos unités d’infanterie.

SURPRISE !

BURST INTO ACTION

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1/1

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

The American player activates his Order Token and takes a Suppressive Firing action targeting the Fire Group. Despite the .30
cal’s Suppressed Marker the Firing Action is a succes, and the
German Fire Group receives a Suppressed Marker . The German
player activates his Order Token
and moves his Fire Group 3
spaces to control the objective.

Play before activating
one of your units.

HoN BRO-GE-EN-1

2.4 - Activation Phase

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/4

TURN 2 /

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

SUMMARY

TURN 2 / 2.3 - Activation Phase
The German Panzerschreck takes a Firing Action, targeting the M5 Stuart. He succeeds
and places a Hull Damage Marker along with 2 Suppressed Marker .
The American Support Team benefits from the Opportunity Fire
granted by the
Defensive position, and takes a Firing Action targeting the Panzerschreck, but fails.
The Support Team reveives an Activated Markers .

He plays the ‘‘Burst Into Action’’ card to take a Firing Action without
any penalty during the Fire Group’s Movement Action, but fails.
The American player activates his Order Token . His Fire Team
engages the Fire Group into an Assault (see, p.25). The American
player plays the ‘‘Surprise!’’ card for the alternate bonus
, rolls
2 dice and takes the better result . He adds his Combat Value +2
and the +1 Alternate Bonus for a total of 8. The German player gets
a lower result. The Fire Group takes a Hit and is Destroyed.
ACTION
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HoN BRO-US-EN-34

2/2

If you were the defender,
the attacking unit must move into the square
your unit vacated.

HoN BRO-US-EN-38

1/2
HoN BRO-US-EN-1

Ignore the Combat Value penalty
if your unit already has
the Fire on the Move special ability.

1/4

Your unit must retreat 2 squares, regardless of
its Movement Value, and then receives
a Suppressed Marker.

Ignore that Hit and, if your unit has the Change
of State special ability, ﬂip it to the side with
the highest Movement Value.

Play when one of your infantry units
suﬀers a Hit (or would be Destroyed)
by an Assault.

Your unit can enter or leave a building
through a window (white arrows)
unless that would move them in or out
of an Elevated Position.

Play before the Movement Action
of one of your infantry units.

Play before activating
one of your units.

During this activation, your unit gains
the Fire on the Move special ability.

FALL BACK

SCENARIOS

SURPRISE!

HoN BRO-GE-EN-29

BURST INTO ACTION

2/2

DYNAMIC

HoN BRO-GE-EN-8

CONFUSION

1/1

Play when your opponent
launches any grenade

If one of your Unactivated infantry units
is under the explosion template, move the
template 1 interspace away from that unit.

(with a maximum range of 3 interspaces).

1

HoN BRO-GE-EN-31

2

1/1

2

Put an Activated Marker on the unit, and
remove its Order Token if it has one.

1

RETURN TO SENDER

1

1

Reassign an unrevealed Order Token
from one of your units to another unit
without an Order Token or Activated Marker.

2

1

That Order Token can even be salvaged from
a unit right after it was Destroyed.

2

Remove any Order Token
from the target unit.

3

Play during
the Activation Phase.

2

Then the American player does the same. The two
players discard one (and only one), Suppressed
Marker per unit, and draw Action Cards
(3 for the American player, 2 for the German player).
Nobody controls the objective.

Play when an enemy infantry unit
receives a Suppressed Marker.

1

RENVOI

HoN BRO-GE-FR-31

The German player discards his Bluff Order Token, then may move
all of the Units he didn’t activate during the Activation Phase. As
he moves the Recon Groups outside a terrain element and in the
enemy LoS, he must flip them onto their Inactive Side .

Si une de vos unités d’infanterie (qui n’a
pas encore agi dans cette phase) se trouve
sous le gabarit de grenade, vous pouvez la
renvoyer à une 1 intercase de votre unité.

1/1

TURN 2 / 3 - Supply Phase

(avec une portée maximale de 3 intercases)

2

BRO-GE
-FR-1

À jouer quand
votre adversaire lance une grenade.

3

8
-US-FR-3
HoN BRO

1
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HoN

1
Celle-ci ne doit pas encore avoir été activée
durant cette phase d’Activation.
Placez un maqueur Activated sur votre unité,
et enlevez son pion Ordre si elle en avait un.
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Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 8, 1944
Players: 2

CHICKEN GAME
Legend tells that this game, which James Dean made famous in Rebel Without a
Cause, finds its origins in the battle of Normandy. Two vehicles, a German and an
American, would have faced each other on a narrow road, rushing towards each
other at full speed. The story, because it is only a story, does not tell which of the
two drivers turned its steering wheel first, which one was the “chicken”...

C3-B

C1-B

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

Each player brings his second halftrack into play
at the square denoted by an arrow.

Determine Initiative.
Place 2 Tactical Bonuses.

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards

.

The game ends at the end of a Supply Phase if at least one
player has managed to exit 2 halftracks, or if there’s no
halftrack left in game, or at the end of Turn
.

• Minor victory: for the player who gets out 1 halftrack
more than his opponent.

Turns.

• Each player sets aside 1 of his 2 halftracks.
• The player with the Initiative deploys his units
first, placing his halftrack as shown in the
setup. Units can be deployed in it.

• Major victory: for the player who gets out 2 halftracks more than his opponent.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

• Place the 2 Culin Hedgerow Cutter tokens.

• This game lasts

The goal for each player is to get his halftracks out of the game
board through any square in his opponent’s deployment zone.

CAMPAIGN

preparation & conditions

2 PANZER DIVISION - 190 POINTS

INTRODUCTION

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 185 POINTS

The AI can play either side.
It considers the exit squares
as Primary Objectives.

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

C4-B

FREE
BATTLE MODE

battlefield and Deployment

SCENARIO
RULES

SCENARIO

If at the end of Turn
neither player has exited halftracks, or if
both players have exited the same number of halftracks, it is a draw.

• Then the other player does the same.
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SCENARIO

A ROUGH NIGHT (CAMPAIGN 1/6)

Scenario by : Thia

SUMMARY

Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 9, 1944
Players: 2

campaign

This is the first scenario of a mini-campaign telling
the clashes between the Big Red One and the 2.Panzer
Division around Caumont-l’Éventé.

Some events, such as the victory of a side, have an influence on the following
scenario. Side missions are also given to each player. They are rewarded with
medals which bring points at the end of the campaign. On page 26 you will find a
chart where you can write down the name of the victorious side for each scenario,
in order to determine the winner of the campaign. You can also play each scenario
independently by ignoring the campaign paragraphs.
On June 8, the Big Red One begins to enlarge the bridgehead. The 3/16th Infantry
is reinforced by C Company of the 745th Tank Battalion of Captain Washbum. The
losses are relatively light, the remains of the 352. Infanterie Division being
disorganized because of the losses suffered the previous days. June 9, Sainte
Anne falls. But while the capture of the village seemed acquired, a large German
force approached. The 2. Panzer Division is joining the prom!

AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

C4-B

C2-B

C6-A

C3-A

C5-B

C1-B

A-01

dark night condition
no aircarft

16

maximum range

increase SCATTERING / no direct fire

long ranged penalty

spotting an ambushed unit

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

SCENARIOS

RULES

battlefield and Deployment

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

ys German, Lt.Blean
is a priority target.

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 235 POINTS

2. PANZER DIVISION - 325 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side. If
2 PANZER
- 325 POINTS
the AIDIVISION
pla

FREE
BATTLE MODE

The German player has the Initiative.
Place 1 German Primary Objective.

A unit can conceal itself in open ground (i.e., not in a
Terrain Element) if no enemy has a clear LoS to it within 2 squares.

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

preparation

Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.

campaign

The German player takes 2 Secondary
Objectives bearing the German cross and
equity: As soon as a player collects a Tactical Bonus, the other
1 Secondary Objective bearing the American star. is automatically won by his opponent.
The game ends at the end of Turn

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards
• This game lasts

.

Turns.

• Then the German player deploys his units.

victory conditions

campaign
The German player places, on their neutral side, the
3 Secondary Objectives as he wants, on 3 of the
Interspaces indicated by a yellow outline.
• As soon as a Unit of the American player controls one of these
Secondary Objectives, he looks to which army it belongs to.
• If it’s a German Secondary Objective, nothing happens.
• If this is an American Secondary Objective, The American
player has found documents from the German Headquarter.
He will be awarded the Silver Star.

•

• American victory:
The German player does not control the Primary Objective.

Maximum range of a Firing Action is 7 squares.
The long range penalty begins at 5 squares.
Aircraft units cannot be activated.
In order to spot a unit concealed in a Terrain Element,
you need to be adjacent to it.

• German victory:
The German player controls the Primary Objective.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

If the AI is playing the Germans, take the
The goal for the German player is to control the Primary Objective 3 Secondary Objectives and place them. By choosing where you
and eliminate Lieutenant Blean.
place them, you decide on the difficulty you impose on yourself.

Who turned off the light? (dark night):

CAMPAIGN

• The American player deploys first. He places his officer, Lieutenant
Blean, in the house. For the whole game, Blean will not be able to get
out of the house unless he has to retreat after losing an assault.

.

INTRODUCTION

Increase scattering for Indirect Fire
by 2
Interspaces, but the range is unchanged. You may
not conduct Direct Fire
with the Indirect Fire
Special Ability.

campaign
If the German player eliminates Lieutenant Blean,
he will be awarded the Eisernes Kreuz.

17

SCENARIO

It’s hot in the Normandy countryside. As they advance,
the men of the 26th Infantry Regiment are overwhelmed
by the rays of the sun, supported by the 745th Tank
Battalion, towards the first houses of Caumont. For an hour, the progression is easy.
But as the first buildings approached, a cry is heard: “Feuer Frei!”. The battle for
Caumont begins for real. The Americans rush for the German positions. They have
to act quickly if they want to consolidate their positions before the German
reinforcements arrive.

campaign

Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 10, 1944
Players: 2

SUMMARY

CAUMONT-L'ÉVENTÉ (CAMPAIGN 2/6)

BATTLEFIELD AND DEPLOYMENT

SCENARIOS

AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

C5-B

C-01
A-01

C3-A

C2-B

C6-B
B-01

1

2

3

preparation
The American player has the Initiative.

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards

Place 3 Secondary Objectives.

• This game lasts one or two rounds of

campaign
Place 1 German Primary Objective.
Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.
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C4-B

.
Turns each.

• The German player deploys first.
• Then the American player deploys his units.

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

RULES

C1-B

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 360 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side.

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

2. PANZER DIVISION - 255 POINTS

FREE
BATTLE MODE
MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

fall back!

victory conditions

secure the area
If the American player has at least one Infantry Unit beyond the
landmark 3 , he is ordered to finish clearing the area and the
game ends.

• It’s a major American victory.

• Place the

marker on the

space of the turn chart.

• Place the

marker on the

space of the turn chart.

INTRODUCTION

The American player’s goal is to make as much progress as possible
in the first round. At the end of the Turn
, the American player
receives a new order from the Headquarter. This order depends on
his progression.

If the American player has at least one Infantry Unit between the
landmarks 1 and 2 , but none beyond the landmark 2 , he is
ordered to fall back.
Start a new 5-turn round.

The American player must make his units leave by the squares
marked by an orange arrow
.
If the AI is playing the Americans, it considers
the exit boxes as Primary Objectives.

run!

• It’s a major German victory.

• minor American victory: At the end of turn
, there
are no US units left on the board and at least 3 US Infantry
Units have successfully exited.
• minor German victory: At the end of turn
, there is
at least one or more US Infantry Unit left on the battlefield.

CAMPAIGN

If the American player has no Infantry Unit beyond the landmark
1 , he is ordered to flee the area and the game ends.

one more effort!
If the American player has at least one Infantry Unit between the
landmarks 2 and 3 , he is ordered to continue the attack.
Start a new 5-turn round

• Place an American Primary Objective

in

B-01

and

C-01

marker on the

space of the turn chart.

• Place the

marker on the

space of the turn chart.

Minor American victory: In the following scenario, use both GE-A
. & GE-B Deployment areas. American reinforcements enter on Turn
.
Major American victory: In the following scenario, use the
GE-A Deployment area. American reinforcements enter on Turn

The American player must control at least 1 objective at the end
of Turn
.

.

Minor German victory: In the following scenario, use the GE-A
Deployment area. American reinforcements enter on Turn
.

Major German victory: In the following scenario, use both GE-A
• minor American victory: The American player controls & GE-B Deployment areas. American reinforcements enter on Turn
.
at least one Primary Objective.
• minor German victory : The American player does not If at the end of the game, the German player controls his
control either of the two Primary Objectives.
Primary Objective, he will be awarded the Eisernes Kreuz.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

• Place the

campaign
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SCENARIO

LE QUESNAY (CAMPAIGN 3/6)

Scenario by : Thia

SUMMARY

Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 17, 1944
Players: 2

The 2. Panzer Division is still too weak at this date for a
counter attack on such a large front. Von Lüttwitz can
only launch limited assaults to consolidate his positions.
He orders Pz.Gren.Regiment 304 to attack the villages of Le Quesnay and Coulvain,
which had been heavily bombed for several days. The weather is cloudy and humid,
which denies all allied air support, but American defense appears to be well established.
The Germans have to hurry before the Yankees’ reinforcements show up.

campaign

BATTLEFIELD AND DEPLOYMENT

AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

A-01

C6-B

C4-A

C3-A

C5-B

C1-B

B-01

C-01

SCENARIOS

GE-B
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GE-A

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

RULES

C2-A

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 340 POINTS

2. PANZER DIVISION - 340 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side.

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

FREE
BATTLE MODE

GROUP 1

GROUP 2

If, in the previous scenario, the German player scored a
Victory, Minor or Major, units from group 2 enter on
Turn
by the squares marked by orange arrows
.

The German player has the Initiative.

• Minor Victory: for the player who controls
1 more objective than his opponent.

Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards
• This game lasts

.

Turns.

• The German player deploys his units
in Deployment zone GE-A.

• Major Victory: for the player who controls
the 3 objectives.

campaign
Minor American victory: In the following scenario,
American Reinforcements will arrive one turn earlier.
Minor German victory: In the following scenario,
The German player will take the Radio marker
.

campaign

The player who controls at least 2 Secondary Objectives at the
end of Turn
, wins the game.
If you don’t play the Campaign, units from group 2 enter on
Turn
by the squares marked by orange arrows
.

campaign
If, in the previous scenario, the American player scored a
Victory, Minor or Major, units from group 2 enter on
Turn
by the squares marked by orange arrows
.

American victory: In the following scenario,
American Reinforcements will arrive one turn earlier,
and the German player will deploy first.
German victory: In the following scenario,
The German player will take the Radio marker,
and use the Combat Values of the
Special Ability.
Major American victory:

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

If, in the previous scenario, the American player scored a Minor Victory, or if the German player scored a Major Victory, the German
player’s units are deployed in GE-A and GE-B Deployment areas.

CAMPAIGN

• The American player deploys first.
He deploys units from group 1 in his
Deployment zone. Units from group 2
are set aside.

• Normal Victory: for the player who controls
2 more objectives than his opponent.

INTRODUCTION

Place 3 Secondary Objectives.

The game ends at the end of Turn
, or at the end of any
Supply Phase if the German player controls the 3 objectives.

MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

preparation & conditions

In addition to the benefits of an American victory,
the player will be awarded the Silver Star.

Major German victory:

In addition to the benefits of a German victory,
the player will be awarded the Eisernes Kreuz.
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SUMMARY

SCENARIO
Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 18, 1944
Players: 2

SURROUNDED! (CAMPAIGN 4/6)
Four years after one of the most famous radio calls,
elements of the 16th Infantry Regiment, sent for
reconnaissance in the vicinity of Caumont, found
themselves in a bad position, too deep behind enemy lines. They end up being
spotted, trying to return to their positions, and are stranded, nailed down by
artillery fire. A support unit is sent in emergency to get them out of this trap. On
the German side, everything is done to take advantage of the situation. The
Panzergrenadiers are deployed to chastise the reckless...

campaign

BATTLEFIELD AND DEPLOYMENT

C6-A

AMERICAN
DEPLOYMENT
ZONE

SCENARIOS

C5-B
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C3-A

C1-B

C4-A

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

RULES

C2-A

1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 450 POINTS
GROUP 1

2. PANZER DIVISION - 450 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side.

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

GROUP 2

FREE
BATTLE MODE
MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

preparation & conditions
The German player has the Initiative.

Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.

campaign
Place 2 Secondary Objectives.

Turns.

• The American player deploys first.
He deploys units from group 1
in his Deployment zone.
Units from group 2 are set aside.
• The German player deploys his units in his Deployment zone.

If, in the previous scenario, the American player scored a Victory,
Minor or Major, The German player deploys first.
If, in the previous scenario, the German player scored a Victory,
Regular or Major, he takes the Radio marker
and an explosion
Template. He places the Radio marker on one of his units.

The player who controls the Primary Objective at the end of
Turn
, wins the game.

If you don’t play the Campaign, units from group 2 enter on
Turn
by the squares marked by orange arrows
.

campaign
If, in the previous scenario, the American player scored a
Victory, Minor or Major, units from group 2 enter on Turn
by the squares marked by orange arrows
.
The game ends at the end of Turn

.

• Victory: For the player who controls the Primary Objective.

campaign

Victory

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

campaign

If the unit with the Radio marker is Destroyed, the Radio marker
is placed in the square and could be picked up by any German
Infantry Unit ending its Movement Action in this square.

CAMPAIGN

• This game lasts

.

INTRODUCTION

If the German player places an Order Token on a unit
in possession of the Radio marker, he may, when activating the unit, place the explosion Template anywhere on the battlefield and roll for scatering. He uses
the Combat Values of the
Special Ability. If, in
the previous scenario, the German player scored a Victory, Regular
or Major, he uses the Combat Values of the
Special Ability.

Place 1 German Primary Objective.

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards

campaign

In the following scenario, the player who wins this game will take
3 Traction Mats markers
..
The player who controls both Secondary Objectives,
will be awarded the Silver Star, if he’s American ,
or the Eisernes Kreuz, if he’s German.
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SUMMARY

SCENARIO
Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 20, 1944
Players: 2

WINDY AT SEPT-VENTS! (CAMPAIGN 5/6)
Sept-Vents (Seven-Winds), the name slams like a
storm-whipped pirate banner. Sept-Vents, Caumontl’Éventé, two towns still swept away by the anger of
Aeolus, and the wrath of the Nazi eagle, the wounded beast, but far from dying.
A few weeks before the clash between the 15th (Scottish) Infantry Division and
the Fallshirmjägers, the soldiers of the Big Red One once again meet those of
the 2. Panzer Division. The fight is inevitable. But the area is swampy and the
vehicles very quickly get stuck...

campaign

BATTLEFIELD AND DEPLOYMENT
C6-A

C3-A

C2-B

C4-A

C1-A

C5-B

RULES

A-01

SCENARIOS

B-01
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1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 455 POINTS

2. PANZER DIVISION - 455 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side.

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES

FREE
BATTLE MODE
MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES
When a vehicle, Heavy or Light, begins its Movement Action in a
square that is neither a Terrain Element nor a Road square, the
player controlling it must roll a die. The result corresponds to the
number of squares that the vehicle will be able to cover. If this
result is greater than or equal to the vehicle’s Movement Value,
the vehicle’s Movement Action is canceled and it receives a
Skidding marker
. If the Movement Action isn’t canceled, the
player can add any movement bonuses to the result (without
exceeding the vehicle’s Movement Value). In this case, the vehicle
receives a Skidding marker
at the end of its Movement Action.

Determine Initiative.
Place 1 German Primary Objective
and 1 American Primary Objective.
Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.

Remember that the AI plays its bonuses
as soon as possible.
If the vehicle should receive a second Skidding marker, flip it over
on its Stuck
side. The vehicle won’t be able to move anymore!

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards
• This game lasts

.

Turns.

For The American player.
For The German player.

campaign
The player who won the previous scenario may, during a vehicle’s
Movement Action, spend a Traction Mats marker
. to
ignore this rule.
The game ends at the end of Turn
or at the end of any
Supply Phase if a player controls his Primary Objective.

• Victory: For the player who controls his Primary Objective.
• Heavy Vehicles, can only enter by squares signaled by an
arrow with a grey shield
, 1 square for the Americans
and 2 for the Germans.
Players must control their Primary Objective before the end
of Turn
.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

• The players’ units will enter through the
squares indicated by the arrows in their
color:
•
•

CAMPAIGN

campaign
Place 3 Secondary Objectives.

INTRODUCTION

In deeps..!

preparation & conditions

campaign
The player who controls at least 2 Secondary Objectives
will be awarded the Silver Star, if he’s American ,
or the Eisernes Kreuz, if he’s German.
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SUMMARY

SCENARIO
Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: June 26-28, 1944
Players: 2

WE SHALL PASS! (CAMPAIGN 6/6)

Calm and peace descended on the Caumont front.
Armed clashes have given way to a propaganda battle.
Leaflets are dropped on enemy lines by both camps.
The Germans bomb Americans with pornographic materials which are a big hit
among young soldiers. The result is not at all what was expected. Eventually, the
capture of Caumont is abandoned by the German general staff, and the 2. Panzer
Division is sent in support of the 12. SS-Panzer Division, south of Tilly.
But to get there, they will have to cross the front held by the Big Red One...

campaign

BATTLEFIELD AND DEPLOYMENT
AMERICAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

RULES

B-01

C2-A

C1-B

C3-A

SCENARIOS

C-01
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C6-A

C4-B

GERMAN DEPLOYMENT ZONE

C5-A

RECRUITMENT OF THE ARMIES
1ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 600 POINTS

SCENARIO
RULES

The AI can play either side.
It considers the exit squares
as Primary Objectives.

2. PANZER DIVISION - 675 POINTS

FREE
BATTLE MODE
MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

The German player has the Initiative.

The goal of the German player is to exit as many units
as possible by the squares marked with arrows
or

.

Place 1 American Primary Objective.

INTRODUCTION

victory conditions

preparation & conditions

The longer it takes...
Place 3 Tactical Bonuses.

• Each player draws 4 Action Cards
Turns.

• The American player deploys first
in his deployment zones.
• Then, the German player deploys
his units.

The game ends at the end of Turn
, or at the end of any
Supply Phase if there’s no more German units left on the
battlefield.

CAMPAIGN

• This game lasts

.

When the German player exits out a unit, he sets it aside, separating the units which left by a square marked with a
arrow from
those which left by a square marked with a
arrow. Place the
corresponding marker (
or
) on each group.

At the end of the game, units which have exited the board by
squares marked with an arrow
score 3 points, those which have
exited the board by squares marked with an arrow
score 1 point.

• German Victory: The German player
score 25 points or more.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

• American Victory: The German player
score less than 25 points.

campaign
If, when the game ends, the American player controls his
Primary Objective, he will be awarded the Silver Star.
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CAMPAIGN - ADAPTATION V1 / V2

American

* * The side having
made the highest score
wins the campaign.

Victories
5 points

German
Victories
5 points

FREE
BATTLE MODE

During the last days of June, a truce is declared between the Big Red One and the
2. Panzer Division, to allow the Americans to transfer eight German nurses, captured
in Cherbourg, to Von Lüttwitz’s command staff. This event marks the conclusion of
the battle of Caumont-l’Éventé. The city remains in the hands of the Big Red One,
which is withdrawn from the front on July 14 to reach for Saint-Lô, where other
battles await. From July 16, the 2. Panzer Division is gradually relieved to be attached
to the 1. SS-Korps near Caen, where they too will have their share of action. The
fighting at Caumont was not the most violent Battle in Normandy, but it is legendary
as it saw two of the most iconic divisions of WWII facing off against each other.

Front: Normandy
Army: German / US
Date: 09/06/44 - 30/07/44
Players: 2

SCENARIO
RULES

SCENARIO

2 points 2 points

A ROUGH NIGHT (CAMPAIGN 1/6)
MULTI-PLAYER
GAMES

CAUMONT-L'ÉVENTÉ (CAMPAIGN 2/6)
LE QUESNAY (CAMPAIGN 3/6)
SURROUNDED! (CAMPAIGN 4/6)
WINDY AT SEPT-VENTS! (CAMPAIGN 5/6)
WE SHALL PASS! (CAMPAIGN 6/6)

TOTAL VICTORIES + MEDALS

adaptation V1

16th Infantry Regiment

8 Infantry Regiment

18th Infantry Regiment

Captain John Marvin

Colonel George A. Taylor

airstrike
When a scenario calls for an Aviation card to be played, the side
concerned takes the Thunderbolt or Focke-Wulf Recruitment Tile
and can assign it an Order Token. He discards it at the end of the
Turn. Destroying the Aviation Unit does not prevent the owning
side from reusing the Recruitment Tile if the scenario specifies it.
If you don’t have an Aviation Unit in your collection, do a Firing
Action against any unit on the battlefield, except those placed in
a building, using these Combat Values: +4 +3 +2

CAMPAIGN

correspondances

th

Germans *

V2

You can play all the scenarios of the Heroes of Normandie range
using the elements of the Heroes of Normandie - Big Red One
Edition core box (V.2).

22nd Infantry Regiment

American *

INTRODUCTION

TOTAL

Sainte-Mère-église
II Battalion - Regiment 304

II Battalion - Regiment 902

I Battalion - Regiment 304

Major Karl Brassert

Major Hans Gruber

Bombing
When the scenario asks you to play an Artillery card (except for
Flak 18), roll a dice, divide the result by 2, round up. The result is
the number of Templates using the red Indirect Fire
Special
Ability that you must / can place anywhere on the battlefield.
Each Template can scatter.
For the Flak 18, use these Combat Values: +2 +5 +4 +

La Fière, part 2: At the start of the Order Phase of Turn
, The
German player performs a Bombing with 3 Templates, using the
Combat Values.

Carentan
Cole’s charge: At the end of the Supply Phase of Turns
and
, The German player performs a Bombing with 1 Template,
using the
Combat Values.
Truce: At the end of each Supply Phase, if the American player
controls his Primary Objective, he rolls a die. On a result of 5 or 6,
he performs a Bombing with 3 Templates, using the
Combat
Values. This can happen only once per game.

ADAPTATION
V1 / V2

I Battalion - Regiment 901
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